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and useful electrical power from a fuel gas 
(e.g., natural gas), at much higher conver-
sion efficiencies than conventional com-
bustion methods.[1,2] This method of heat 
and electricity co-generation makes SOFC 
technology ideal for use in micro-combined 
heat and power (µ-CHP) units, particularly 
in the 1–5 kW (electrical power) output 
class, which may be used to satisfy the 
total heat and electricity demand of family 
homes and small businesses. An example 
of such a unit is the Galileo 1000 N, pro-
duced by HEXIS AG between 2013 and 
2018.[3] This µ-CHP unit was successfully 
commercialized with more than 100 units 
being installed in a variety of locations 
across Western Europe, each providing  
1 kW of electrical power and 20 kW of heat 
(from an auxiliary burner).[4,5] Currently, 
the Swiss SOFC manufacturer is focusing 
on the development of the next-generation 
SOFC-based µ-CHP unit, designed to pro-
vide an increased electrical power output of 
1.5 kW at a higher electrical efficiency.[3,6]

Typically, high-temperature SOFC (operating at 700–850 °C) 
are produced using traditional, well-studied, and effective mate-
rial sets, which have been tailored to suit the requirements of each 
component. For example, air electrodes (cathodes) are often made 
from composites of yttria-stabilized zirconia (YSZ) and stron-
tium-substituted lanthanum manganite (LSM)[7–9] or composites 
of cerium gadolinium oxide (CGO) and strontium-substituted 
lanthanum cobaltite (LSC),[9,10] ferrite (LSF),[11] or cobaltite ferrite 
(LSCF).[8,12–16] Electrolytes used in SOFC operating within this tem-
perature regime are zirconia stabilized, commonly, with scandia 
or yttria (ScSZ or YSZ),[2] while fuel electrodes (anodes) tradition-
ally comprise composites of Ni and either YSZ or CGO.[2,17] How-
ever, despite the excellent performance that can be obtained using 
these materials, there are several challenges posed, specifically, by 
the anode materials, that must be addressed in order to provide 
greater resistance to harsh operating conditions in next-generation 
SOFC systems. These ceramic-metal composites (cermets) of 
YSZ/CGO and Ni exhibit redox instability, due to the propensity 
of Ni to agglomerate, in addition to sulfur poisoning and carbon 
deposition during exposure to unprocessed natural gas feeds.[1,18]

Several different materials design approaches have been identi-
fied and explored in an attempt to mitigate the limitations of the 
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1. Introduction

1.1. Context

Solid oxide fuel cells (SOFC) are electrochemical energy conver-
sion devices which offer the ability to generate high-quality heat 
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cermet anode and are summarized in detail by Irvine et al.[19] For 
example, the cermet can be exchanged for a single-phase mixed 
ionic and electronic conductor (MIEC), which possesses electro-
catalytic activity for fuel oxidation, as exemplified by research into 
La0.75Sr0.25Cr0.50Mn0.50O3 (LSCrM) by Tao et al.,[20,21] or from which 
electrocatalyst particles can be exsolved to decorate the surface, as 
shown by Neagu et al.[22–24] In addition, anode “backbone” micro-
structures maybe prepared as MIEC phases or composites of 
ceramic electronic conductor, ionic conductor, and MIEC phases, 
before they undergo decoration and activation by wet impregna-
tion of electrocatalyst species. Researchers at the University of 
Pennsylvania originally realized that the techniques of dipcoating 
and washcoating (taken from the automotive emissions control 
industry)[25] could also be applied to preformed (sintered) elec-
trode microstructures of SOFC.[26] Addition of a precursor solu-
tion of the desired catalyst phase to this electrode microstruc-
ture, followed by calcination at relatively modest temperatures 
(300–900 °C), results in deposition of coatings of metal oxide spe-
cies (e.g., CeO2) and metallic catalyst particles (e.g., Ni), which no 
longer occupy structural positions within the “backbones” and so 
give rise to greater robustness. Furthermore, this method is par-
ticularly promising as it allows great flexibility in terms of the type 
of electrocatalyst that can be added (provided the ultimate catalyst 
phase has a precursor that can dissolve in commonly available 
solvents) and control of the quantity of catalyst added, which is 
especially important when using expensive yet effective noble 
metal or rare earth-based catalysts.[27] Many researchers have suc-
cessfully employed this method of catalyst impregnation to create 
SOFC anodes which rival, if not improve upon, the performance 
of the traditional Ni-based cermet anodes.[26,27,28–35,36]

It is typical that many research papers report fantastic perfor-
mance of novel SOFC anode materials at the button cell (≈1 cm2 
active area) scale, however, examples of further development 
of said materials at larger scales are few and far between. If the 
field of SOFC technology is to advance, then these materials must 
fledge from basic development, at technology readiness level (TRL) 
1, to implementation in demonstration or real-life systems, at 
TRLs 5–6.[37] With this in mind, over the past decade the authors of 
this progress report have been engaged in a concerted, collabora-
tive effort to develop a novel anode, bridging the interface between 
small-scale experiments in academic laboratories and larger scale 
implementation and testing in industrial environments. Specifi-
cally, the aforementioned preparatory technique of catalyst impreg-
nation of a MIEC anode “backbone” microstructure was identified 
as the most appropriate method to use. Therefore, the purpose of 
this progress report is to convey a story of the “powder-to-power” 
development of a novel SOFC anode based upon the MIEC perov-
skite material: La0.20Sr0.25Ca0.45TiO3 (LSCTA−). The journey will 
begin with a review of the materials development of a promising 
ionically and electronically conducting, ceramic anode “back-
bone,” before travelling through intricacies of ceramic processing 
and catalyst screening at button cell scales and, finally, arriving at 
the most recent technological developments leading to durability 
testing at both button cell and short stack (industrial) scales.

1.2. The HEXIS System and Insights into Industrial Scale-Up

While the application of SOFC in a CHP system has been part 
of the early research strategy of many research groups and 

establishments, HEXIS was one of the first companies intro-
ducing this technology to the market. The HEXIS stack design 
is based upon an open concept involving an unsealed outer 
edge of the cells, allowing for the creation of an afterburner 
for the nonconverted anode off-gas directly around the circular 
stack.[4,38] The design approach of the HEXIS stack has always 
been “keep it simple” but, at the same time, robust against 
maltreatment. That being said, use of an open stack design 
and aiming for a CHP application puts stringent requirements 
on the employed anode material. This is due to the fact that 
no cool-down under reducing atmospheres can be realized 
and that installers and users of heating systems are usually 
not so careful toward emergency shutdowns. This leads to 
a requirement for the anode material to be very redox stable 
and to offer an exceptionally high tolerance to thermal cycling.  
Another important aspect of all developments in the area of 
cell improvement is mass-manufacturability, meaning that the 
cell production, preferably, has to involve a single sintering 
step, without the employment of reducing atmospheres and 
very little to no hazardous materials being released during the 
process. With these requirements in mind, a collaboration was 
initiated between the University of St Andrews and HEXIS in 
order to develop a novel anode material that could fulfill these 
criteria.

1.3. Development History of Impregnated LSCTA− Anodes

1.3.1. Design of a Conductive Anode “Backbone” Material

In the search for alternative, robust SOFC anodes, a focus 
has been given to ceramic strontium titanate-based materials 
for >20 years, due to the fact that they exhibit excellent redox 
stability, sulfur-tolerance, coking resistance, and even high 
electrocatalytic activity for fuel oxidation.[20,39,40] However, it is 
acknowledged that this class of materials typically exhibits low 
electrical conductivity under the reducing conditions estab-
lished within the SOFC anode chamber, where oxygen partial 
pressures (p(O2)) of as low as 10−19 atm can arise, in compar-
ison to the metallic Ni phase employed in traditional Ni-based 
cermet anodes (e.g., 1100 S cm−1 for a Ni-YSZ cermet containing 
40 vol% Ni at 1000 °C).[1,2,41] Therefore, a novel MIEC material, 
principally with an enhanced electronic conductivity, is desired 
in order to avoid ohmic losses in porous SOFC anode “back-
bone” microstructures. Several successful efforts to improve 
the electronic conductivity of substituted strontium titanates, 
via control of defect chemistry, i.e., substitution of perovskite A 
and B-site ions with aliovalent ions, have been reported[40,42,43] 
and a comprehensive review of this is provided by Verbraeken 
et al.[44] Of particular interest for SOFC anode microstructures 
are A-site deficient lanthanum-substituted strontium titanates 
(LaxSr1−3/2xTiO3 or LSTA−).[40,44] In addition to offering tolerances 
to the aforementioned, harsh SOFC operating conditions, they 
can exhibit electronic conductivities of up to 100 S cm−1 under 
reducing conditions.[45,46] Upon reduction, B-site Ti4+ is reduced 
to Ti3+ introducing more electrons into the Ti 3d orbitals and 
resulting in increased electronic conductivity.[47,48] Furthermore, 
due to the A-site cation vacancies incorporated into these com-
pounds, reduction of B-site Ti4+ to Ti3+ is compensated by the 
formation of oxygen vacancies at low p(O2), which can give rise 
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to increased ionic conductivity.[40,44,47] A highly relevant continu-
ation of this materials development was the preparation of a 
solid solution series of A-site deficient, La and Ca co-substituted 
strontium titanates of formula: La0.2Sr0.7−xCaxTiO3 by Aljaberi 
et  al.[49,50] In addition to replacement of Sr2+ with La3+, sub-
stitution with isovalent, yet smaller radius Ca2+, gives rise to 
reduced unit cell volumes and improved overlap between the 
Ti 3d orbitals, hence facilitating further increases in electronic 
conductivity.[50] Aljaberi et al. found that the highest bulk elec-
tronic conductivity was obtained for the composition where x = 
0.45 (i.e., La0.20Sr0.25Ca0.45TiO3 or LSCTA−), exhibiting a con-
ductivity of ≈28 S cm−1 at 900 °C and p(O2) = 10−19 atm.[44,50] 
Combination of this impressive electronic conductivity with 
the excellent redox stability of the material, exemplified by 
Yaqub et al.[51] highlighted the potential of LSCTA− to act as an 
anode “backbone” microstructure for SOFC.

1.3.2. Initial Evaluation of LSCTA− as an SOFC Anode “Backbone” 
Material

The first button cell scale tests of SOFC containing LSCTA− 
anode “backbone” microstructures were reported as a collabora-
tive output between the University of St Andrews and HEXIS, 
as part of the SCOTAS project, in 2012.[52] SCOTAS was an EU 
funded project under the European Framework 7 programme 
that began in late 2010. The aim was to develop Sulfur Carbon 
reOxidation Tolerant Anodes and anode Supports based upon 
various compositions of substituted strontium titanates, 
thereby overcoming some of the limitations discussed for the 
then state-of-the-art (SoA) nickel-based cermet anodes. The 
project consisted of five partners, with Risø DTU (Denmark), 
University of St Andrews (UK), and Forschungzentrum Jülich 
(Germany) each investigating the processing and performance 
of differing modifications of the strontium titanate system, 
while industrial partners HEXIS AG (Switzerland) and Topsøe 
Fuel Cells (Denmark), representing electrolyte-supported and 
anode-supported SOFC-based systems developers, respectively, 
focused on upscaling and integration of these materials at a 
stack level. The aim of the project was to assess the differing 
attributes of the various titanate anodes under realistic pro-
cessing and operational conditions and, subsequently, to take 
the most promising anode materials through to a full stack test 
at the 1 kW level utilizing either the HEXIS or Topsøe design.

In the report by Verbraeken et al., electrolyte-supported cells 
(ESC), based on the SOFC format of HEXIS were employed for 
testing, comprising LSM-YSZ/LSM cathodes, 160 µm 6 mol% 
scandia-stabilized zirconia (6ScSZ) electrolytes, and LSCTA− 
anode microstructures. Also, a high operating temperature of 
900 °C was initially employed to speed up reduction kinetics 
of the LSCTA− phase and, consequently, minimize ohmic losses 
associated with the anode “backbone.”[52] SOFC testing in a 
sealed setup at the University of St Andrews revealed that the 
bare LSCTA− anode “backbone” showed very little electrocata-
lytic activity for fuel oxidation, when using 99% H2/1% H2O 
(nonhumidified H2) as a fuel gas (shown by the AC imped-
ance spectra in Figure 1a). This was expected as the role of the 
“backbone” is to act as a MIEC support structure onto which 
electrocatalytically active phases can be impregnated. Impreg-

nation of the anode “backbone” with just 10 wt% CeO2 (with 
respect to the LSCTA− anode mass) caused the area specific 
resistance (ASR) to reduce from 45 Ω cm2 (for the bare LSCTA−) 
to 7 Ω cm2, while impregnation with only 5 wt% Ni resulted 
in a promising initial ASR, but degraded severely upon redox 
cycling. Significantly, co-impregnation with 10 wt% CeO2 and 
5 wt% Ni reduced the ASR by half in comparison to the CeO2-
impregnated LSCTA− anode (Figure 1a), indicating the existence 
of a mutualistic relationship between the two impregnated 
catalyst components.[52] Moreover, an extremely promising per-
formance was obtained when switching to a 97% H2/3% H2O 
(humidified H2) fuel gas (Figure 1b).[52] In these AC impedance 
spectra, three distinct processes or arcs were observed: i) a high-
frequency anode-related process, assigned as charge transfer 
during fuel oxidation, ii) a mid-frequency process, assigned to 
possible adsorption of reactant species at the electrodes, and 
iii) a low-frequency process assigned to gas conversion imped-
ance[53,54] (a phenomenon related to test rig setup, gas flow rate, 
and gas composition).[52] Here, humidification resulted in a 
large decrease in polarization resistance of the low-frequency 
gas conversion arc, most likely relating to the increased par-
tial pressure of steam (p(H2O)) in the anode compartment. 
Upon application of an anodic overpotential, the arc resistance 
decreased further, giving rise to an ASR of ≈1 Ω cm2, with a 
total polarization resistance of ≈0.35 Ω cm2 at 400 mV and  
900 °C.[52] Transfer of this anode catalyst system to industrial test 
setups at HEXIS was successful and polarization resistances 
akin to standard HEXIS SOFC, containing Ni-CGO cermet 
anodes, were achieved (Figure  1c), however, only two of the 
three aforementioned processes were visible in the AC imped-
ance spectra collected using the “sealless” HEXIS test setups: 
the high-frequency anode-related and mid-frequency adsorp-
tion processes. It was concluded that due to the different test 
setup employed to create the “sealless” HEXIS environment, in 
comparison to the sealed St Andrews setup, the low-frequency 
gas conversion process was not discernible and may have been 
masked by other more dominant processes.[52] Nevertheless, 
over a series of ten redox cycles performed on this SOFC, an 
improvement in ASR from 0.70 to 0.37 Ω cm2 was observed, 
primarily due to effect of increased contacting between the 
anode surface and the Ni current collector, leading to a reduc-
tion in Rs (Figure 1d). A further ten redox cycles indicated that 
this anode material was highly stable to these harsh condi-
tions that arise during operation of a real-life SOFC system.[52] 
This extremely promising performance at a button cell scale, 
in industrially relevant conditions, therefore, highlighted the 
potential of this anode material to compete with the standard 
Ni-CGO cermet anode at a larger scale.

1.3.3. Testing of Impregnated LSCTA− Anodes under Differing 
Operational Conditions

In addition to the work carried out by Verbraeken et al., charac-
terization of ESC-containing impregnated LSCTA− anode “back-
bone” microstructures in “dry” CH4 was performed by Tiwari 
et al.[55] At 800 °C and open circuit voltage (OCV), a SOFC con-
taining a bare LSCTA− anode exhibited a total polarization resist-
ance of ≈0.43 Ω cm2 and an ASR of 1.2 Ω cm2 in “dry” CH4. 
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Though the electrocatalytic activity of LSCTA− toward direct 
methane oxidation was low, it did not promote coking during 
this operational period.[55] Addition of 6 wt% CeO2 appeared 
to improve performance, giving a maximum power density of  
194 mW cm−2 in a H2 fuel gas. However, despite the fact that co-
impregnation of 6 wt% CeO2 and 4 wt% Ni (similar to the cata-
lyst system employed by Verbraeken et  al.) gave an improved 
maximum power density of 328 mW cm−2 in the same fuel, 
upon switching to “dry” methane, a maximum power density 
of only 250 mW cm−2 was achieved, which rapidly degraded 
to 165 mW cm−2 after only 3 h, implying the Ni catalyst phase 
was encouraging coke formation.[55] Although operation in 
“dry” methane is not relevant to the system requirements of 
HEXIS,[3–5] this research provided an indicator that alternative 
catalysts to Ni may need to be sought in order to reduce or pre-
vent coking and/or sulfur poisoning in unprocessed natural gas 
feeds for next-generation anodes.

Moreover, due to the redox stability of the single-phase 
LSCTA− anode material demonstrated in ESC, studies into 
the feasibility of employing this material in anode-supported 
cells (ASC), to remove the necessity of an unstable, structural 
Ni phase,[17,56–58] have also been undertaken. First, Lu et  al. 
reported that ASC comprising impregnated 450 µm LSCTA− 
anode supports, 40 µm 8YSZ electrolytes, and 85 µm porous 
8YSZ cathodes, infiltrated with LSC and LSF, gave competi-
tive performances at 800 °C operating temperature, using a 
H2 fuel gas.[59] Specifically, co-impregnation of the anode with 

6 wt% CeO2 and 4 wt% Ni gave rise to greater stability during 
operation than the equivalent anode containing only 4 wt% 
Ni, further reinforcing the conclusion that there is a valuable 
stabilizing effect of the CeO2 component toward the Ni cata-
lyst component.[59] The ASC containing both the CeO2 and Ni 
catalysts was capable of achieving impressive power outputs 
of 960 mW cm−2.[59] Furthermore, a continuation of this work 
that focused on optimization of the impregnated metallic cata-
lyst component was performed by Ni et al.[60] At a lower oper-
ating temperature of 700 °C, an ASC of similar format, whose 
anode was impregnated with 3 wt% Ni, gave a maximum power 
output of 112 mW cm−2[60] (in comparison to 162 mW cm−2 for 
the 4 wt% Ni impregnated anode of Lu et al.[59] at the same tem-
perature). However, replacement of 25 wt% of the Ni catalyst 
by Fe resulted in an increase in maximum power output to  
275 mW cm−2, in addition to substantially increased stability 
during operation of the SOFC over a period of ≈60 h.[60]

Although, the ceramic processing methods, SOFC for-
mats, and fuel gas compositions employed in the research of 
Tiwari et al., Lu et al., and Ni et al. are quite different to those 
employed at HEXIS, the information on the behavior of SOFC 
anodes that contain different combinations and compositions 
of impregnated catalyst components, provided by these studies, 
has been extremely informative in the further development 
of co-impregnated LSCTA− anodes. When considering this 
research alongside that of Verbraeken et al., two key pieces of 
information about catalyst system design become clear: i) a 

Figure 1. a) Comparative complex plane AC impedance spectra for button cells containing LSCTA−, LSCTA− + 10 wt% CeO2 and LSCTA− + 10 wt% CeO2 + 
5 wt% Ni anodes and b) voltage sweep complex plane AC impedance spectra, c) current sweep Bode format AC impedance spectra, d) a plot of ASR 
as a function of redox cycle number for the button cell containing a LSCTA− anode co-impregnated with 10 wt% CeO2 and 5 wt% Ni. Reproduced with 
permission.[52] Copyright 2012, IOP Publishing.
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ceria-based component is absolutely required in order to stabi-
lize the metallic catalyst phase against temporal agglomeration 
and ii) the metallic catalyst phase must be carefully selected for 
its stability, as well as its electrocatalytic activity.

1.3.4. Upscaling of Anode Technology and the First-Reported  
All-Oxide Stack Tests

As previously mentioned, the ultimate objective of the SCOTAS 
project was to operate a 1 kW SOFC stack containing a novel 
oxide anode material, in order to demonstrate that new material 
sets could be upscaled to an industrially relevant level and pro-
vide competitive performance, in comparison to the standard 
SOFC employed at HEXIS and, more broadly, the SOFC 
industry. In light of this, the co-impregnated LSCTA− anode 
material was chosen for upscaling to both short stack (five cells) 
and full system (60 cells) scales, the latter undergoing testing 
in the commercial Galileo 1000 N µ-CHP unit produced by 
HEXIS.

In 2015, the first all-oxide stack tests were reported by Ver-
braeken et al., including two tests at short stack scale and one 
test in the full system.[61] After some additional button cell 
scale characterization of the previously employed Ni/CeO2 co-
impregnated catalyst system and a new Ni/Ce0.80Gd0.20O1.90 
(Ni/CG20) system, it was concluded that the latter provided a 
greater electrocatalytic activity toward fuel oxidation.[61] How-
ever, both of these systems were evaluated further in separate 
short stack tests, in order to determine whether performance 

scaled to full-sized HEXIS SOFC. Figure  2a,b shows the test 
data, over an operational period of ≈1000 h, for short stacks con-
taining Ni/CeO2 and Ni/CG20 co-impregnated LSCTA− anodes, 
respectively. In both cases, the Ni loading was 5 wt% and the 
ceria-based component loading was 10 wt%. It is possible to see 
that the Ni/CeO2-containing stack degraded very severely over 
the course of the first 200 h of operation at 20 A stack current 
and 900 °C, most likely relating to the severe agglomeration of 
the impregnated Ni phase, particularly at this elevated oper-
ating temperature.[61] In comparison, by reducing the operating 
temperature to 850 °C and the stack current to 10  A, the Ni/
CG20-containing stack showed a substantially improved dura-
bility over the same ≈1000 h test period as the Ni/CeO2-con-
taining stack. It must be noted, however, that this stack current 
was limited to 10 A due to poor performance of the Ni/CG20 
anode, that arose due to nonoptimal anode “backbone” micro-
structure and undesirable current distribution throughout the 
thin anode layers,[61] which was corroborated by detailed scan-
ning electron microscope (SEM) analysis.[61]

Subsequently, a system test was performed using a stack of 
60 full-sized HEXIS SOFC containing LSCTA− anode “back-
bone” microstructures co-impregnated with Ni and CG20, in 
the Galileo 1000 N µ-CHP unit, designed to provide an electrical 
power output of 1 kW. Figure  2c displays the temporal evolu-
tion of stack voltage, stack temperature, DC power output, and 
gas input data for this system test over a period of 600 h. This 
all-oxide stack achieved an initial power output of ≈700 W (i.e., 
70% of the nominal power output) at the first attempt, which is 
extremely impressive.[61] Unfortunately, due to the employment 

Figure 2. Operating voltage, current and temperature data for short stacks comprising SOFC with LSCTA− anodes co-impregnated with (a) 10 wt% CeO2 
and 5 wt% Ni and (b) 10 wt% CG20 and 5 wt% Ni, (c) full system test data and (d) cell cluster temperature data for a HEXIS Galileo 1000 N µ-CHP unit 
containing a 60 cell stack of SOFC with 10 wt% CG20 and 5 wt% Ni co-impregnated LSCTA- anodes. Reproduced with permission.[61] Copyright 2015, Wiley.
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of the same SOFC prepared for the Ni/CG20 short stack test, 
the higher current density that was drawn from each cell, to 
achieve operation at a system level, led to rapid degradation of 
power output to ≈250 W after only 600 h. Once again, very thin 
(12–15 µm) LSCTA− microstructures with limited porosity, iden-
tified during post-mortem SEM analysis, are thought to have 
led to poor current distribution within the limited conductivity 
perovskite anode “backbone” and formation of localized cur-
rent “hotspots.” It was noticed that cell clusters at the center 
of the stack experienced an operating temperature of 930 °C 
(Figure 2d), while those at the ends of the stack were as much 
as 100 °C cooler. This may have arisen due to the effectively 
increased ohmic resistance of the thin, dense LSCTA− anodes, 
causing Joule heating[62,63] and, ultimately, degradation of per-
formance due to accelerated agglomeration of the impregnated 
Ni catalyst phase.[61]

1.3.5. Second-Generation Development: Re-Optimizing Anode 
“Backbone” Microstructure and Impregnated Catalyst System

Despite the promising initial performance exhibited by the 
industrial scale 60 cell stack, correlation of the degradation in 
power output to poor LSCTA− anode “backbone” microstructure 
and significant agglomeration of Ni catalyst nanoparticles high-
lighted that re-optimization of this anode layer was of utmost 
importance in the future development of these co-impregnated 
LSCTA− anodes. Furthermore, due to the facile agglomeration 
exhibited by the Ni catalyst phase, evaluation of alternative 
metallic catalyst components was raised as another area for 
development.

Therefore, the second generation of research carried out by 
the authors initially focused on the ceramic processing of the 
LSCTA− anode “backbone,” in order to ensure sufficient lateral 
grain connectivity, and hence lateral electronic conductivity, 
was present in the anode microstructure to prevent the afore-
mentioned issues relating to current distribution. Price et  al. 
began by tailoring the rheological properties of the LSCTA− 
ink to suit the technique of screen printing, which is used to 
deposit electrodes onto the presintered electrolyte substrate in 
ESC.[64,65] Here, the solids loading of the ink was systematically 
increased from 62 to 75 wt% by fixing the binder and dispersant 
loadings, while increasing the proportion of solvent employed. 
Subsequently, rheological analysis of each ink (Figure  3a) 
yielded flow index values, which provide information on the 
fluid dynamic behavior of the ink. For example, values of 1, 
>1, and <1 indicate Newtonian, dilatant (shear-thickening), and 
pseudoplastic (shear-thinning) behaviors, respectively.[66] Flow 
indices between 1 and 0.95 arbitrary units (arb. unit.) were cal-
culated for inks with solids loadings between 62 and 72 wt%, 
indicating Newtonian or nearly Newtonian behavior. However, 
a large departure from unity was observed at 75 wt% solids 
loading. A flow index of 0.80 arb. unit. indicated that this ink 
exhibited pseudoplastic behavior, which is an ideal character-
istic for the screen-printing process.[64] In this process, the 
shearing action of the print head (squeegee) would cause a 
reduction in the viscosity of the ink, allowing it to flow through 
the mesh of the screen geometry and be deposited onto the 
underlying electrolyte more easily.[67] The ink was also found to 

possess low-level thixotropic behavior (time-dependent shear-
thinning), which is useful in removing mesh marks left behind 

Figure 3. a) Plot of shear stress versus shear rate for re-optimized LSCTA− 
inks of 62–72 wt% solids loading, b) BSE micrographs of LSCTA− anode 
“backbones” screen printed using a 75 wt% solids loading ink and sin-
tered at: i) 1325 °C for 1 h, ii) 1325 °C for 2 h, iii) 1350 °C for 1 h, and  
iv) 1350 °C for 2 h, and c) a plot of “effective” conductivity as a function 
of temperature for the aforementioned LSCTA− anode microstructures 
in half-cell format. Reproduced with permission.[64] Copyright 2017, IOP 
Publishing.
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by the screen-printing process, without loss of overall elec-
trode geometry due to the relaxation of the ink.[64,65,68] There-
fore, the authors reported that this ink was considered to be 
most optimal to carry forward for screen-printing trials using 
screens of differing mesh count (per inch). In brief, screen 
printing of this 75 wt% LSCTA− loading ink onto 8YSZ sub-
strates with a 230 mesh count screen yielded microstructures 
with a more advantageous combination of high porosity and 
grain connectivity than those printed with a 325 mesh count 
screen, after sintering under the same conditions. A detailed 
explanation of the rheological processes that gave rise to 
these differences is reported elsewhere.[64] In order to iden-
tify whether the newly optimized LSCTA− anode “backbone” 
microstructures delivered acceptable electronic conductivi-
ties that would minimize ohmic losses during SOFC opera-
tion, half-cells comprising LSCTA− anode layers screen printed 
(with the 230 mesh count screen) on 8YSZ electrolytes and 
sintered under four different temperature/dwell time condi-
tions, were subjected to four-point DC conductivity analysis 
under a reducing atmosphere.[64,65] Figure  3b,c, respectively,  
displays back-scattered electron (BSE) micrographs of polished 
cross-sections of anodes and plots of effective electronic con-
ductivity for the corresponding half-cells sintered at: i) 1325 °C 
for 1 h, ii) 1325 °C for 2 h, iii) 1350 °C for 1 h, and iv) 1350 °C 
for 2 h.[64] The authors show that as the sintering temperature 
and dwell time (and so the density of the LSCTA− anode “back-
bones”) increase, the effective electrical conductivity of the 
porous anode layer increases, as expected.[64] The microstruc-
ture sintered at 1350 °C for 2 h showed the highest effective elec-
tronic conductivity (21 S cm−1 at 900 °C or 17 S cm−1 at 850 °C  
under 5% H2/Ar), which was deemed to be sufficient to pre-
vent poor current distribution in SOFC anodes. Consequently, 
this anode “backbone” was selected as the most advantageous 
microstructure into which catalysts could be co-impregnated 
into for short-term SOFC testing.[64,69]

Short-term testing of SOFC containing LSCTA− anodes co-
impregnated with CG20 (13–16 wt%) and either Ni (5 wt%), 
Pd, Pt, Rh, or Ru (2–3 wt%) at the University of St Andrews 
was reported by Price et al. in 2019.[69] Figure 4a shows a com-
parative plot of complex plane AC impedance spectra for each 
catalyst system, collected in a “sealless” setup using humidi-
fied H2 as a fuel and compressed air as an oxidant, at 900 °C 
and 0.8 V bias. First, the authors explain that, typically, two 
processes can be identified within these high temperature AC 
impedance spectra: i) a high-frequency anode-related process 
with a frequency maximum (fmax) of 632–317 Hz, denoted Rp1, 
and ii) a low-frequency gas conversion process (fmax  = 3 Hz),  
denoted Rp3.[69] However, depending on the dominance of 
the anode-related process, a third, mid-frequency cathode 
charge transfer process could also be isolated (fmax  = 80 Hz), 
denoted Rp2. Both the Rp1 and Rp3 processes were also identi-
fied in the previously discussed button cell scale research by 
Verbraeken et  al.,[52] however, the mid-frequency gas adsorp-
tion process was not observed in this second-generation  
research; instead the cathode-related Rp2 process dominated 
the mid-frequency domain, e.g., in the spectrum of the Pt/
CG20 catalyst system in Figure 4a. Here, the Ni/CG20 system 
gave the highest ASR of 0.55 Ω cm2, while Ru/CG20 and Pt/
CG20 both gave improved ASR values of 0.46 Ω cm2. The 

lowest ASR values were exhibited by the Rh/CG20 (0.41 Ω cm2)  
and Pd/CG20 (0.39 Ω cm2) systems. Despite Pd/CG20 offering 
the lowest ASR, Rh/CG20 appeared to be more interesting for 
high-temperature SOFC operation as the Rp1 process could 
not be identified at 875 °C or above. Instead, performance was 
limited by the cathode and gas conversion processes. Upon 
decreasing operating temperature to 850 °C, a small contribu-
tion (0.05 Ω cm2) from the anode charge transfer process was 
finally observed.[69] This research, therefore, indicated that 
ohmic losses from the LSCTA− anode “backbone” could be min-
imized through careful ceramic processing of the microstruc-
ture, excellent performances in comparison to the previous 
generation of button cells could be achieved using these co-
impregnated anodes and, finally, that several catalyst systems, 
containing reduced loadings of platinum group metals (PGMs), 
could provide superior performance to the problematic Ni/
CG20 system.[64,65,69]

Another situation in which these co-impregnated LSCTA− 
anodes must be robust is during exposure to sulfur-based 
odorizing agents that are added into natural gas (NG) streams 
in order to check for leaks in the mains of gas grids.[70] 
Although µ-CHP units typically contain a desulfurization unit 
to remove these impurities, unexpected breakdown or expiry 
of this unit can lead to exposure of the anode to sulfur-based 
poisoning agents. Therefore, the sulfur-tolerance of a variety 
of the aforementioned catalyst systems (Ni/CG20, Pt/CG20, 
and Rh/CG20) was evaluated using the same test setup at the 
University of St Andrews, this time at the standard operating 
temperature of HEXIS µ-CHP units (850 °C) and 300 mA cm−2  
current density.[71] In accordance with the concentrations of 
sulfur-based odorizing agents expected to be utilized within 
Swiss NG, testing was performed in nonhumidified H2 con-
taining between 1 and 8 ppm of H2S as a poisoning agent. 
Both SOFC containing Ni/CG20 and Rh/CG20 co-impreg-
nated LSCTA− anodes showed large increases in the Rp1 pro-
cess resistance as a function of increasing H2S content toward  
8 ppm, however, the Rh/CG20 system was able to cope 
with up to 2 ppm H2S without major increases in this 
polarization resistance. This was expected as the dissocia-
tive adsorption of H2S is widely acknowledged to block the 
active sites for fuel oxidation, especially in Ni-containing 
anodes.[72–74] Surprisingly, the Pt/CG20 catalyst system 
showed excellent stability with up to 8 ppm of H2S in non-
humidified H2, with an almost negligible increase in anode 
charge transfer resistance being observed.[71] Recovery 
measurements performed at 300 mA cm−2 in “clean,” non-
humidified H2 indicated that the Pt/CG20 and Rh/CG20 
systems recovered performance (and even improved in 
ASR) after just 10 min, while the Ni/CG20 still did not 
recover after 60 min of galvanostatic operation.[71] Finally, 
a ≈4 h period of galvanostatic operation, at 300 mA cm−2,  
in a 2:1 mixture of H2:CO (simulated syngas) containing  
8 ppm H2S was performed in order to determine how these 
anodes may respond to the CPOx reformed NG feeds used 
in the HEXIS µ-CHP systems. Figure 4b displays the change 
in operating voltage as a function of time under these condi-
tions. After initial drops in voltage caused by the introduction 
of the simulated syngas with 8 ppm H2S, the voltages stabi-
lized, or even increased with time in the case of the Ni/CG20 
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catalyst system. Therefore, it is possible to conclude that all 
of these anodes can operate in a stable manner over a period 
of several hours in the event of a desulfurization unit break-

down and, particularly, the Rh/CG20 and Pt/CG20 catalyst 
systems can fully recover from the exposure of sulfur-based 
poisoning agents.[71]

Figure 4. a) Complex plane AC impedance spectra, collected at 900 °C and 0.7 V, for SOFC containing re-optimized LSCTA− anode “backbones” 
impregnated with Ni/CG20, Pd/CG20, Pt/CG20, Rh/CG20, and Ru/CG20. Reproduced with permission.[69] Copyright 2019, IOP Publishing. b) Plot of 
operating voltage as a function of time, collected at 850 °C and 300 mA cm−2, for SOFC containing Ni/CG20, Pt/CG20, and Rh/CG20 co-impregnated 
LSCTA− anodes operating in simulated syngas with 8 ppm H2S. Reproduced with permission.[71] Copyright 2020, Elsevier.
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1.3.6. Outlook on Further Development

As a result of the short-term testing of SOFC containing opti-
mized LSCTA− anode “backbone” microstructures, impregnated 
with a variety of different catalyst systems, at the University 
of St Andrews,[69] it has been demonstrated that multiple co-
impregnated catalyst systems offer improved performance over 
the “standard” Ni/CG20 catalyst system, in which the Ni com-
ponent has been shown to agglomerate severely during opera-
tion at industrially relevant scales.[61] This, combined with the 
ability of the (Pt and Rh-containing) anode catalyst systems 
to recover quickly from poisoning by sulfur-based odorizing 
agents and even to operate in sulfur-laden simulated syngas for 
short periods of time,[71] highlights their potential for further 
development. Ultimately, the Rh/CG20 co-impregnated LSCTA− 
anode was selected for transfer and evaluation of performance 
durability at button cell and short stack scales at HEXIS.  
Rh/CG20 was chosen at the expense of Pt/CG20 due to the fact 
that the anode charge transfer polarization resistance at 850 °C 
was much smaller for the former.[69,71] New details of this devel-
opment in an industrial setting are presented in the following 
section.

2. Results and Discussion

2.1. Button Cell Scale Durability Testing

2.1.1. Assessing Degradation during Galvanostatic Operation

Initially, a button cell containing an LSCTA− anode “back-
bone” microstructure, co-impregnated with 13 wt% CG20 and  
2 wt% Rh, was tested at 850 °C and 300 mA cm−2 for over 
3000 h in order to assess the long-term performance durability 
of the anode catalyst system in industrially relevant conditions. 
Experimental details of the production and testing of the button 
SOFC may be found in the accompanying Supporting Informa-
tion file. The corresponding voltage, temperature, and current 
profiles obtained during galvanostatic testing of this SOFC are 
presented in Figure 5a. After an initial redox cycle, performed 
at 4 h of operational time to improve the contacting between 
the anode surface and the Ni current collector, the SOFC was 
allowed to run at 300 mA cm−2 for a further 3020 h. Due to 
issues experienced with the current sink employed, the cur-
rent density recorded over the first 2000 h of operation exhib-
ited some instability, however this improved during the final 
1000 h of operation. Despite these instabilities, a total voltage 
degradation of 5.8% (at 300 mA cm−2) was observed over the 
entire 3024 h test period, giving rise to an average degrada-
tion rate of 1.9% kh−1. Current–voltage (I–V) and current–
power (I–P) curves collected at the beginning (70 h) and end 
(3023 h) of this operational period are displayed in Figure 5b. 
An initial appraisal of these I–P curves indicates that a reduc-
tion in peak power density of this SOFC, from 0.86 W cm−2 
at 70 h to 0.57 W cm−2 at 3023 h, occurs. However, in order 
to assess the temporal degradation of performance in a more 
representative manner, the change in operating voltage at the 
operating current must be considered. After 70 h of durability 
testing at 300  mA  cm−2, a high operating voltage of 975 mV 

was observed, while after 3023 h, the operating voltage only 
reduced to 914 mV which is particularly impressive for this type 
of novel, alternative, co-impregnated anode material. Retaining 
a high operating voltage is extremely important in minimizing 
the voltage-driven agglomeration of the metallic catalyst phase. 
Koch et  al. demonstrated that, for Ni-YSZ-containing ASC, 
a critical cell voltage exists (≈700 mV at 850 °C), below which 
rapid degradation occurs; possibly pertaining to changes in 
the Ni catalyst phase.[75] Therefore, as a result of the increased 
ohmic losses experienced by ESC, in comparison to ASC, it is 
even more important to operate at moderate current densities 
and, consequently, higher voltages. Work by Jensen et al., on the 
standard Ni-YSZ system commonly employed in SOFC anodes, 
has shown that anodic current passage results in redistribution  
of the Ni and YSZ phases and development of interfacial layers 
between the two.[76] This phenomenon of electromigration[77,78] 
may also give rise to facile agglomeration of the Rh nanoparti-
cles, impregnated into the LSCTA− anode “backbone” employed 
in this research, particularly under high-current (low-voltage) 
conditions. Thus, by drawing a moderate current density 
(300 mA cm−2) that is relevant to commercial electrolyte-sup-
ported SOFC systems and retaining a high operating voltage, the 
voltage degradation of the SOFC can be reduced substantially.

2.1.2. Electrochemical Characterization and Temporal Evolution  
of Rate-Limiting Processes

In order to identify the causes of degradation in this button 
cell, containing the Rh/CG20 co-impregnated LSCTA− anode, 
AC impedance spectroscopy was employed to determine the 
changes in ohmic and polarization resistance as a function of 
operational time. Figure 6a shows complex plane AC impedance 
spectra collected at three distinct points during the operational 
period: i) before the redox cycling treatment (3 h), ii) after the 
redox cycling treatment (4 h), and iii) at the end of the test 
period (3024 h). Equivalent circuit models used to fit the AC 
impedance spectra, containing a resistor (to represent the series 
resistance, Rs) and either three or four resistor-constant phase 
element (R-CPE) units (to represent the individual polariza-
tion resistances, Rp), are displayed in Figure  6b, while the 
accompanying fitting parameters are summarized in Table  1. 
Focusing on the spectra collected before and after the redox 
cycle, three distinct processes can be identified: a very high-fre-
quency process that possibly pertains to anode charge transfer, 
denoted Rp0 (for ease of interpretation when comparing to 
previous studies), a mid-frequency cathode charge transfer  
process, Rp2,[7,52,69] and a low-frequency gas conversion pro-
cess, Rp3.[52–54,69] Previous research into the short-term perfor-
mance evaluation of an analogous SOFC at the University of St 
Andrews indicated that at 875 °C and above, only the cathode 
charge transfer and gas conversion processes were discern-
able.[69] While, at 850 °C and below, a lower-frequency anode 
charge transfer process, Rp1, emerged, although the aforemen-
tioned Rp0 process was not identified at any temperature.[69] In 
the current research, comparing the spectra collected before 
and after the redox cycle (Figure 6a), the ASR and polarization 
resistance exhibit no major changes, though the frequency of 
the cathode process decreases from 109 to 87 Hz, indicating the 
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occurrence of some cathode conditioning during redox cycling. 
Considering the spectrum collected after 3024 h of operation, 
the Rp0, Rp2, and Rp3 processes all remain constant, as shown 
by the equivalent circuit fitting parameters in Table 1. However,  
an additional mid- to high-frequency process with an fmax 
value of 847 Hz (denoted Rp1) develops, overlapping with the 
domains of the high-frequency anode-related process and the 
mid-frequency cathode charge transfer process. This Rp1 pro-
cess dominates the AC impedance spectrum, contributing a 
polarization resistance of 0.09 Ω cm2, and most likely relates 

to electrochemical oxidation of H2 at the triple phase boundary 
(TPB) formed between the impregnated MIEC CG20 and 
metallic Rh catalyst phases and the gas phase, as observed during 
previous short-term testing.[64,69,71] The temporal evolution of 
AC impedance response, presented in complex plane and Bode  
format (Figure 6c,d), more clearly shows the growth of the Rp1 
contribution and how this process dominates the polarization 
resistance toward the end of the operational period. Further-
more, the resultant increase in ASR between the 3 and the 3024 h  
of testing was 0.16 Ω cm2; 0.09 Ω cm2 contributed by the 

Figure 5. a) Long-term galvanostatic test data and b) start and end of test I–V and I–P curves for a button SOFC containing a Rh/CG20 co-impregnated 
LSCTA− anode tested in industrial setups at HEXIS.
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development and degradation of the Rp1 process and 0.07 Ω cm2 
being contributed by the degradation of the Rs. When consid-
ering that the conductivity of the 6ScSZ electrolyte degrades 
by ≈30% over the first 3000 h of testing, typically equating to 
≈0.08 Ω cm2,[79] the degradation contributed by the Rh/CG20 
co-impregnated LSCTA− is impressively low for a fully ceramic 
anode material, over industrially relevant periods of isothermal 
and galvanostatic operation.

2.2. Upscaling of Co-Impregnated Anode Catalyst Technology  
to Short Stack Scale

2.2.1. Full-Sized SOFC Production

Given the encouraging durability of performance demonstrated 
at the button cell scale, Rh/CG20 co-impregnated LSCTA− 
anodes were subsequently incorporated into full-sized HEXIS 
SOFC, in order to determine whether this performance could 

be achieved in a short stack, under industrial test conditions. 
Therefore, ceramic processing of these full-sized SOFC was 
carried out at HEXIS, allowing the ink production, screen 
printing, and sintering to be performed under identical con-
ditions to those experienced by standard HEXIS SOFC. The 
SOFC produced was composed of: a 100 µm 6ScSZ electrolyte, 
an LSCTA− anode “backbone,” a cathode-side Ce0.90Gd0.10O1.95 
(CG10) balance layer (to prevent warping of the electrolyte 

Figure 6. a) AC impedance spectra, collected during operation (at 850 °C and 300 mA cm−2) of the button SOFC containing a Rh/CG20 co-impregnated 
LSCTA− anode, that were subjected to equivalent circuit fitting using the equivalent circuit models presented in (b); c) complex plane format and d) 
Bode format AC impedance spectra illustrating the temporal evolution of rate-limiting processes during operation.

Table 1. A summary of resistance values determined from equivalent 
circuit fitting of AC impedance spectra collected as a function of oper-
ational time for the button cell containing a Rh/CG20 co-impregnated 
LSCTA− anode.

Spectrum Rs  
[Ω cm2]

Rp0  
[Ω cm2]

Rp1  
[Ω cm2]

Rp2  
[Ω cm2]

Rp3  
[Ω cm2]

ASR  
[Ω cm2]

3 h 0.20 0.07 – 0.09 0.05 0.41

4 h (after redox cycle) 0.20 0.07 – 0.09 0.05 0.41

3024 h 0.27 0.07 0.09 0.09 0.05 0.57
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during sintering of the anode), and a functionalized cathode 
containing a single LSM-YSZ (active) layer and a double LSM 
(current collection) layer. Subsequently, CG20 and Rh were 
impregnated into the LSCTA− anode “backbone” as for the 
button SOFC. Further experimental details concerning the pro-
duction and short stack testing of full-sized HEXIS SOFC may 
be found in the Supporting Information file.

2.2.2. Operation of Second-Generation Short Stack under Realistic 
Conditions

A short stack was constructed using four of the SOFC con-
taining the Rh/CG20 co-impregnated LSCTA− anodes and one 
standard HEXIS (reference) cell. Details of the weight loading 
of CG20 and Rh added to each LSCTA− anode “backbone” are 
included in Table  2. The short stack was operated at 850 °C 
for 1630 h, primarily in galvanostatic mode, in order to pro-
vide comparability to the operation of the button cell. After an  
initial conditioning period at 20 A stack current (for 178 h), a 
standard current of 25 A was drawn for the first 1128 h, before 
exposure to five redox cycles (between 1130 and 1279 h) and two 
overload periods (102% fuel utilization) between 1466 and 1494 h  
was facilitated. Figure  7a displays the recorded current den-
sity, voltage, and temperature data for this short stack test. The 
average cell voltage degradation rate (excluding the reference 
cell) calculated between 178 and 1629 h of operation of the short 
stack was 19.2%, which is significantly higher than the degra-
dation calculated for the analogous button cell over the entire 
3024 h test period. As shown by Figure  7a, all cell operating 
voltages appear to remain stable during the commissioning 
period, however, once the stack current is increased from 20 
to 25 A, degradation begins immediately and proceeds steadily, 
with the exception of the HEXIS reference SOFC.

In order to help determine the cause of this underlying deg-
radation, which clearly began before any redox cycling or over-
load treatments were performed, the average AC impedance 
response of the four SOFC containing the Rh/CG20 co-impreg-
nated LSCTA− anodes was monitored over the first 1128 h  
of operation (Figure  7b,c). In comparison to the analogous 
button cell, there are several marked differences, in terms of 
AC impedance response. Most notable is the large arc that 
dominates the low to mid-frequency domains of the spectra. 
This arc pertains to gas conversion at the stack scale and has 
such a large polarization resistance (≈0.4 Ω cm2) due to the low 
fuel flow rate to the stack (20 g h−1) and the high fuel utiliza-
tion (66%) employed. The polarization resistance of this pro-
cess, as expected, remains constant throughout the operational 

period, though the fmax gradually increases from 0.7 to 2 Hz. 
Unfortunately, as a result of the dominance of this process, 
any smaller, underlying low-frequency gas conversion or diffu-
sion processes are completely masked, in addition to the mid-
frequency cathode contribution described previously. Despite 
this, it is still possible to identify and monitor the evolution 
of the anode-related charge transfer process. The polarization 
resistance of this anode process increases as a function of time 
under galvanostatic operation, while the fmax of the process con-
tinually decreases from 3281 Hz toward 43 Hz, showing the 
same tendency as the Rp1 process observed during button cell 
testing, but to a much greater extent. In fact, this degradation 
culminated in the resistance of the anode charge transfer pro-
cess becoming larger than that of the gas conversion process 
after <1000 h of operation. It is clear that this growing resist-
ance is the primary factor contributing to the underlying deg-
radation in operating voltage in galvanostatic mode. As noted 
for the button cell, this most likely relates to agglomeration of 
Rh and reduction in the TPB length formed at the Rh nanopar-
ticle–CG20 interfaces.[69,71] The exact cause of this accelerated 
agglomeration will be discussed alongside the post-mortem 
microscopic analyses, however, some indications are pro-
vided by the unusually high Rs observed during stack testing. 
Higher than expected Rs values are often observed for several 
reasons: i) poor current collection at the surface of the anode, 
ii) additional resistive contributions from the limited electronic 
conductivity perovskite anode, and iii) poor contact at the elec-
trode–electrolyte interfaces. Current collection at the stack scale 
is rarely a problem as the Rs of the HEXIS reference cell is 
close to that of the theoretical value of the electrolyte. However, 
as shown by Verbraeken et  al., thin, dense microstructures of 
limited conductivity LSCTA− can give rise to poor lateral con-
ductivity, particularly during testing at the stack scale.[61] As a 
result, few current pathways from the TPB to the current col-
lector at the surface of the anode exist and so the effective con-
ductivity of the anode is reduced,[80] giving rise to higher than 
expected Rs values and activation energies that do not agree 
with those of the pure electrolyte material.[52,61,69] A further 
ramification of this type of nonoptimal anode microstructure 
is Joule heating[62,63] and development of localized “hotspots,” 
due to the lack of available current pathways.[80] This has also 
been shown to lead to degradation of Ni/CG20 co-impregnated 
LSCTA− anodes as a result of increased metallic catalyst agglom-
eration; a phenomenon which may be responsible for degrada-
tion of the short stack test presented here.[61] Finally, it must be 
acknowledged that the introduction of an ≈5 µm porous CG10 
balance layer on the cathode-side may also contribute to the 
increased Rs observed, as cerium gadolinium oxides have been 
shown to exhibit negligible electronic conductivities in air.[81,82] 
Thus, insufficient lateral grain connectivity can lead to poor 
current distribution on the cathode side as well.

During the final ≈500 h of testing, the stack was exposed to 
five redox cycles and two overload treatments. Redox cycling is 
an important aspect of operation as µ-CHP units will not be 
required to run continuously, i.e., heat and electricity demands 
wax and wane, with both daily and seasonal periodicities. As 
a result, the system will periodically reduce or stop electricity 
generation and, therefore, the supply of the fuel gas to the 
stack. In this instance, the anodes are exposed to oxidizing 

Table 2. A summary of the catalyst loadings impregnated into the 
LSCTA− anodes of each cell used to create the short stack.

SOFC ID CG20 loading [wt%] Rh loading [wt%]

Cell 1 13 2.5

Cell 2 13 1.4

Cell 3 (REF) – –

Cell 4 14 2.3

Cell 5 14 2.4
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conditions, which can often cause structural rearrangement, 
agglomeration of the catalyst phase, and degradation of perfor-
mance, especially when considering the commonly employed 
Ni-based cermet anodes.[1,18,56] Consequently, information on 
the redox cycling-tolerance of novel anode materials is crucial 

in deciding whether to further develop material sets at the 
stack scale. The redox cycles performed on this short stack are 
labeled in Figure  7a and indicate that upon reintroduction of 
the fuel supply, after each cycle, an improvement in operating 
voltage is observed. For example, voltage increases of between 

Figure 7. a) Long-term test data for the second-generation short stack employing full-sized SOFC with Rh/CG20 co-impregnated LSCTA− anodes, 
accompanied by b) complex plane format and c) Bode format AC impedance spectra illustrating the temporal evolution of rate-limiting processes 
during operation.
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53 and 126 mV were observed after the first redox cycle, in 
comparison to the pre-redox cycle voltage. Unfortunately, this 
improvement in operating voltage was short-lived and rapidly 
dropped back toward the pre-redox cycle levels. After the fifth 
redox cycle (at 1279 h), the voltage was allowed to equilibrate at 
25 A stack current, indicating that degradation had not been 
accelerated by this period of redox cycling and that the steady-
state degradation continued at the same rate after this period. 
This implies that redox cycling of these anodes is not detri-
mental to performance. Subsequently, the ability of the stack to 
cope with fuel starvation or a complete fuel supply cut-off was 
assessed by carrying out overload measurements. In the event 
of an unplanned suspension of fuel gas flow, a short time 
period may ensue during which a current may be requested 
from the stack in the absence of fuel, giving rise to fuel uti-
lizations >100%, before the system shuts down to prevent 
damage. Overload measurements (labeled in Figure  7a) were 
performed at 102% fuel utilization for 2 min (first treatment) 
and 10 min (second treatment). In similarity to the behavior 
of the operating voltage following redox cycling, overload treat-
ments resulted in increases in operating voltage (between 79 
and 121 mV) which degraded back toward the pre-overload 
operating voltage much more slowly. Once again, this indicates 
the robust nature of the Rh/CG20 co-impregnated LSCTA− 
anodes toward this harsh electrochemical treatment, despite 
the underlying degradation mechanism previously discussed 
for this particular stack.

2.3. Post-Mortem Microscopic Analysis of Anodes

Following the completion of the test periods for both the button 
cell and the short stack, microscopic examination of the anodes 
was performed on broken cross-sections of the SOFC and 
focused ion beam (FIB)-milled lamellae prepared from sections 
of these anodes. Figure  8 displays micrographs and energy 
dispersive x-ray spectroscopy (EDX) data pertaining to the co-
impregnated LSCTA− anode of the button SOFC, while Figure 9 
presents the corresponding data obtained for the anodes of 
cells 1 and 2 employed during short stack testing.

Figure  8a shows a secondary electron (SE) micrograph of 
the overall aspect of the Rh/CG20 co-impregnated LSCTA− 
microstructure (top) indicating that the screen printed “back-
bone” microstructure was homogenous and well-processed. 
The average thickness of this anode “backbone” was meas-
ured to be 63 µm, which is considered to be sufficient in 
allowing lateral current pathways to form and preventing 
poor current distribution in the limited conductivity, porous 
(≈46%) perovskite microstructure.[64] In addition, a high-mag-
nification region of the anode that shows the arrangement of 
the nanostructure is presented in Figure  8a (bottom). Here, 
cleaved LSCTA− grains show surface coatings of CG20 (high-
contrast layers at LSCTA− grain boundaries) which harbor a 
high population density of Rh nanoparticles. After 3000 h of 
continuous galvanostatic operation, the average Rh nanopar-
ticle size was 32 nm; the minimum particle size observed was 
7 nm, while the maximum size was 90 nm. Figure 8b displays 
a high-angle annular dark-field (HAADF) micrograph of a 
representative region of an FIB-milled lamella of this anode, 

with accompanying elemental maps of the region, obtained 
through scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM) 
and EDX analysis. The EDX maps in Figure 8b indicate that 
the impregnated CG20 component forms “islands” on the 
LSCTA− anode “backbone,” and that the Rh nanoparticles not 
only preferentially lie upon the CG20 “islands,” but actually 
embed within them. As a result of the mutualistic and sta-
bilizing interaction between the Rh and CG20 catalyst com-
ponents,[52,69] an increased resistance of the Rh nanoparticles 
to agglomeration was achieved, minimizing the loss of TPB 
length due to agglomeration that is thought to be the main 
cause of degradation in these anodes. It is also important 
to note that some reaction between the impregnated CG20 
component and underlying LSCTA− anode “backbone” has 
occurred as indicated by the Ti signal in the EDX map and 
the 40 nm EDX line-scan taken through the reaction zone pre-
sented in Figure 8c. Moving from the top of the CG20 “island” 
(between 8.8 and 18.4 nm) toward the reaction zone (18.4 to 
25.3 nm), a clear reduction in the intensity of both Ce and Gd 
signals is observed, accompanied by an increase in intensity 
of the La and Ti signals. Moving further toward the LSCTA− 
“backbone,” alternating layers of perovskite (low-contrast) 
and CG20 (high-contrast) can be identified. The formation 
of this reaction zone may contribute toward the degradation 
observed, however, it is likely to be a minor contribution in 
comparison to the well-known metal agglomeration mecha-
nism previously discussed.

In contrast to the anode microstructure of the button 
cell, those prepared during manufacture of full-sized SOFC 
used for short stack testing exhibited a much finer par-
ticle size (Figure  9a), due to employment of an alternative, 
more sinteractive commercial LSCTA− powder. As a result of 
this increased sinteractivity, the LSCTA− anode “backbone” 
also appears to be denser than that achieved for the anode 
of the button SOFC and large particles of Rh can be easily 
identified, even in low-magnification BSE micrographs 
(Figure  9b,c). The combination of a thin ≈20 µm LSCTA− 
“backbone” and a low porosity (22%) resulted in insufficient 
lateral electronic conductivity to facilitate current flow from 
the TPB to the point contacts of the Ni mesh current collector 
applied to the surface of the anode.[80] Consequently, poor 
current distribution within the limited-conductivity anode 
“backbone” occurred, leading to an effectively reduced active 
area of cell[61] and localized degradation, i.e., agglomeration 
of the metallic catalyst phase. This is further reinforced by 
STEM and EDX analysis for cell 1 (Figure  9d) and cell 2 
(Figure 9e), which both indicate that agglomeration of the Rh 
catalyst component was severe and that no nanoparticles of 
10 nm diameter or less remained in the anode nanostructure, 
in stark contrast to nanostructure of the button cell anode. 
Moreover, the EDX maps in Figure  9e suggest that the Rh 
catalyst component alloyed with Ni, which may have incited 
an increased tendency of the metallic phase to agglomerate. 
The most likely origin of this Ni is the Ni mesh current col-
lector employed at the surface of the anode, which may have 
reacted during anodic current passage. In addition, “islands” 
or coatings of CG20, that were previously observed to rest 
upon the LSCTA− “backbone” and embed the Rh nanoparti-
cles in the button cell anode, are no longer identifiable in the 
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anodes of the full-sized SOFC. In fact, only weak signals from 
Ce and Gd were observed, indicating that the CG20 catalyst 
component may have agglomerated and migrated or largely 
reacted with the underlying LSCTA−. Unfortunately, it was not 
possible to determine the fate of the CG20 component pre-
cisely, however, it is suggested that poor current distribution, 
that gave rise to increased agglomeration of the Rh catalyst, 
may also have caused the CG20 to agglomerate and migrate 
in a similar manner. Certainly, the loss of the stabilizing 
CG20 “islands” from the anode nanostructure contributed to 
the accelerated agglomeration of Rh nanoparticles, which can 
now clearly be seen to rest directly upon the LSCTA− “back-
bone” microstructure.

In summary, despite the significant advances made in opti-
mization of the LSCTA− anode “backbone” microstructure[64] to 
improve current distribution and reduce degradation rates of 
these novel anode systems in button cell scale durability tests, at 
the full HEXIS SOFC scale poor anode microstructure resulted 
in generation of localized current “hotspots” and accelerated 
agglomeration of both CG20 and Rh catalyst components. This 
shows great similarity to the degradation mechanism identified 
during stack scale testing reported by Verbraeken et al.,[61] how-
ever, at a comparable stack current, the 19.2% voltage degrada-
tion, observed during operation at 25 A stack current in this 
research, still provides a substantial improvement in degrada-
tion over the previous generation of research.[61]

Figure 8. Post-mortem microscopic analysis of the Rh/CG20 co-impregnated LSCTA− anode tested in button cell format. a) SE micrograph of the 
overall anode microstructure (top) and high-magnification BSE micrograph of the intricate nanostructure of this anode (bottom). b) HAADF STEM 
micrograph and accompanying EDX maps identifying the relationship between catalyst components and c) EDX line-scan data taken through a zone 
of reaction between the CG20 and LSCTA− components.
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2.4. Achieving Industrially Competitive Performance  
at Stack Scale

Until this point, two development campaigns have been out-
lined, involving button cell scale research in academic labora-
tories, transfer to industrial button cells and, finally, upscaling 
to stack scales. Consequently, an abundance of experience 
and knowledge was attained throughout these campaigns, 
particularly relating to the development timeline, process, 
and methodologies required to produce SOFC containing co-
impregnated LSCTA− anodes. This, therefore, provided a solid 
basis for the third and most recent attempt to upscale the afore-
mentioned novel anode system to a short stack scale.

Returning to the optimization of the anode backbone, 
a series of careful microstructural modifications were per-
formed on a button cell scale, which subsequently allowed 
these LSCTA− anodes to be screen printed and sintered onto 
100 µm 6ScSZ full-sized electrolyte supports, without causing 
warping of the electrolyte. This removed the requirement for a 
cathode side CG10 balance layer and resolved issues previously 
caused by poor conductivity of this 5 µm layer in the cathode. 

Additionally, the anode layer exhibited an improved microstruc-
ture, as well as increased porosity and thickness, helping to pre-
vent issues related to poor current distribution in the anode. 
After application and sintering of the cathode and co-impreg-
nation of the anode with the previously employed electrocata-
lyst species, a short stack comprising one standard HEXIS 
SOFC and four SOFC containing Rh and CG20 co-impregnated 
LSCTA− anodes was assembled and tested. Further details of 
the short stack assembly and test protocol may be found in the 
accompanying Supporting Information file. For comparability 
to the second-generation stack test (presented in Section  2.2), 
this third-generation stack was operated for ≈1600 h under cur-
rent. Figure 10a displays the long-term test data for this stack, 
including a commissioning period (20 A) between 0 and 211 h 
and a standard operating period (25 A) between 211 and 1627 h. 
First, the four SOFC containing co-impregnated LSCTA− anodes 
show a slightly improved operating voltage in comparison to 
standard HEXIS SOFC, but also all SOFC show very similar 
operating voltages, exemplifying the reproducibility of the 
catalyst impregnation method even at industrial scales. Per-
formance is stable throughout the commissioning period and, 

Figure 9. Post-mortem microscopic analysis of the Rh/CG20 co-impregnated LSCTA− anodes from cells 1 and 2 tested in short stack format. a) SE 
micrograph of the overall anode microstructure of cell 2, b,c) higher-magnification BSE micrographs of the dense LSCTA− anode “backbones” of cells 
1 and 2, respectively, with large agglomerates of Rh, d,e) HAADF STEM images and accompanying EDX maps of FIB-milled lamella of the anodes of 
cells 1 and 2, respectively, showing large agglomerates of Rh and an absence of CG20 “islands.”
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encouragingly, this stability continues under 25 A of stack cur-
rent. It was at this point during the second-generation stack 
test that severe degradation ensued, due to the poor anode 
microstructure of the LSCTA− anode “backbone,” therefore, the 
vastly improved stability exhibited by the third-generation stack 
implies that microstructural inadequacies (e.g., nonoptimal 
LSCTA− anode microstructure, poor lateral grain connectivity 

and electronic conductivity, and current distribution) that 
have plagued previous research campaigns have finally been 
resolved. The average voltage degradation rate calculated for 
the four SOFC containing co-impregnated LSCTA− anodes 
under standard operation (211–1627 h) was 0.68% (or 4.6 mV), 
which is a significant improvement upon the degradation of 
the second-generation stack (19.2% or 147.0 mV). This implies 
a voltage degradation rate of 0.48% kh−1 (or 3.3 mV kh−1), based 
upon the data obtained from this test period. The most recent 
results reported for a short stack containing five standard 
HEXIS SOFC, operated for more than 43 000 h, indicates an 
average voltage degradation rate of 0.31% kh−1 or 2.6 mV kh−1.[6] 
This voltage degradation rate was calculated based on stack 
data collected between 2000 and 43 000 h of operation due to 
the fact that increased degradation rates are observed during 
the first 2000–3000 h of operation[6] as a result of the loss of 
≈30% of the 6ScSZ electrolyte conductivity over this initial 
period.[79] Therefore, longer periods of operation of short stacks 
containing SOFC with co-impregnated LSCTA− anodes are 
expected to yield lower average degradation rates as the decay 
of ionic conductivity in the electrolyte becomes asymptotic.[79]

Next, the stack was exposed to five redox cycles, between 457 
and 565 h, and three thermoredox cycles, between 619 and 853 h,  
resulting in no major degradation in operating voltage either 
between the cycles or upon resumption of galvanostatic opera-
tion at 865 h. In order to further examine whether these impreg-
nated LSCTA− anodes were able to tolerate harsh operating 
conditions at the stack scale, periods of testing in sulfur-laden 
fuel gas and overload situations were performed, as indicated 
in Figure 10a. Unfortunately, test data were not recorded after 
the introduction of the sulfurized NG, between 1032 and 1152, 
due to issues with the data collection software employed, how-
ever, this problem was resolved and normal data collection pro-
ceeded from 1152 h until the end of the test period. Figure 10b 
shows an expanded, higher resolution representation of the first 
≈24 h of operation with sulfur-laden NG introduced to the stack 
by bypassing the desulfurization unit. Upon bypassing of the 
desulfurization unit (1008 h), a drop in operating voltage was 
observed, relating to purging of the gas line to the fuel inlet of 
the stack. The voltage quickly recovered and the sulfurized NG 
steadily reached fuel compartments of the SOFC, giving rise to 
the gradual decrease and then stabilization of operating voltage, 
due to poisoning of electrocatalytically active sites in the anodes, 
that is characteristic, particularly, of the impregnated LSCTA− 
anodes.[71] After collecting I–V data and allowing sufficient time 
for the sulfur-based odorizing agents to adsorb to the balance 
of plant and SOFC anodes, a stack current of 25 A was drawn 
at 1011 h. It was observed that a small and steady drop in oper-
ating voltage (5 mV average) was observed for the SOFC con-
taining the co-impregnated LSCTA− anodes, while a rapid and 
severe degradation of operating voltage (192 mV) was observed 
for the standard HEXIS SOFC. Consequently, this unacceptably 
large voltage drop triggered emergency protocol for protective 
purposes, thus, the stack returned to OCV and the temperature 
was lowered to 800 °C for the following ≈14 h. Resuming galva-
nostatic operation between 1027 and 1031 h (this time at 15 A) 
indicated that all cell voltages were recovering well, eventually 
stabilizing overnight, and that the standard HEXIS SOFC was 
also recovering performance, though much more gradually.  

Figure 10. a) Long-term test data for the third-generation short stack 
employing full-sized SOFC with Rh/CG20 co-impregnated LSCTA− 
anodes, b) an expanded region of test data pertaining to operation in 
sulfurized NG, and c) an expanded region of test data relating to exposure 
of the stack to overload conditions.
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Standard operation at 25 A then proceeded for a further 120 h,  
though the aforementioned data collection issues prevented 
recording of data until 1152 h, i.e., the end of the test period 
involving the sulfurized NG. Encouragingly, after switching 
the NG supply back through the desulfurization unit, all cell 
voltages recovered indicating that the sulfur poisoning mecha-
nism was reversible and that degradation caused by exposure to 
sulfur-based odorizing agents was minimal. Operating voltages 
fully stabilized by ≈1300 h of operational time, before overload 
testing was performed. Finally, Figure  10c illustrates the over-
load testing period carried out between 1360 and 1368 h. Three 
overload measurements were performed at 102% fuel utiliza-
tion between 2 and 4 min. In each case, the standard HEXIS 
SOFC reached overload conditions, however the remaining 
SOFC containing impregnated LSCTA− anodes did not neces-
sarily receive exposure to 102% fuel utilization, though they did 
experience low voltage, high current operation. Nevertheless, 
all cells were recovered from these conditions immediately, 
indicating their stability, at least, under periods of very high 
fuel utilization. A final thermoredox cycle was performed at 
1489 h, to simulate an unexpected shutdown, and this also did 
not result in degradation of operating voltage.

In summary, the third-generation short stack, comprising 
four SOFC containing Rh/CG20 co-impregnated LSCTA− 
anodes and one standard HEXIS SOFC, showed much 
improved degradation rates under industrially relevant oper-
ating conditions; degradation rates that rivaled those of short 
stacks made entirely of standard HEXIS SOFC. In addition to 
this, the short stack showed excellent tolerance to redox and 
thermoredox cycling, however, use of co-impregnated LSCTA− 
anodes allows operation in sulfurized NG, should this be 
required in future systems, and tolerance to high fuel utiliza-
tion and even overload (FU =  >100%) conditions. Therefore, 
after almost a decade of intense and concerted research efforts, 
the LSCTA−-based anode system has been successfully imple-
mented in an industrial test setup from its origins within fun-
damental materials research in an academic setting.

3. Collaborative Approach

It is fair to argue that getting new and promising materials 
out of the laboratory and into wider scale trials and develop-
ment beyond the confines of the research laboratory has been 
a significant challenge within the SOFC community. The pro-
cess is complex and far more convoluted than simple linear 
project management heuristics, such as technology readiness 
levels, would suggest.[37] In order to move a material from a 
laboratory environment to an industrial environment, there is 
a requirement for a high level of interaction between the fun-
damental materials research and the process industrialization, 
as described in detail in this paper. However, there can be a 
tendency to compartmentalize these functions with materials 
research and the process development being treated as sepa-
rate activities. It could be suggested that the tendency for the 
separation of the “fundamental” and the “applied” in modern 
science and technology was, in part, due to documents such 
as Vannevar Bush’s 1945 report to the US President,[83] where 
he lobbied that “basic science” was the basis for progressing 

“applied engineering,” thus reinforcing the notion that one 
came before the other. This is not to say that fundamental 
research is not important, it is vitally important. However, it 
could be argued that in technologies such as fuel cells where 
materials, processes, and end uses are complexly entangled, 
that the fundamental studies should not be thought of as sepa-
rate activities, distinct from the technology development or 
systems engineering, but that are all entwined together in a 
“seamless web.”[84]

In a collaboration where activities have become compart-
mentalized, there is a tendency for the proposed interdiscipli-
nary work to actually be more multidisciplinary in nature.[85] 
Here, actors from different technical domains work on the 
same project but often from within their respective “silos,” 
coming together every 6 months to report their progress to 
each other. While good scientific and technical progress can 
be made at various levels, the wider aims of the project, such 
as embodiment of that progress at a stack or system level, can 
often remain elusive. In more integrated interdisciplinarity, 
the communication between actors is far more frequent and 
involved, as will be the level of technical interaction. Historian 
of science Edwin Layton has been quoted as describing this 
increased level of interaction as processes in which “scientists 
who “do” technology [and engineering] and technologists [and 
engineers] who function as scientists.”[84,86] This blending of 
the scientific, technical, engineering, and process has also been 
described as “technoscience,”[87] a label which fits the complex 
and interconnected nature of fuel cell development very well.

In the work described in this paper, the nature of the col-
laboration has been far closer to that of technoscience with 
close interaction between the teams of St Andrews and HEXIS. 
One of the key requirements was to generate shared goals 
and understandings through fostering of close working rela-
tionships between the two teams. A crucial aspect of this was 
direct, regular, and, importantly, informal communication 
directly between team members active in the work of the pro-
ject. This was augmented by regular and extended (up to weeks 
in length) exchanges of staff between the Scottish and Swiss 
laboratories. These actions facilitated the transfer of knowledge 
between the two teams. It is important to recognize that in a 
technologically nuanced process, such as the development and 
transfer of an electrode system from a laboratory to an indus-
trial environment, there are a great many types of knowledge 
beyond those which can be documented in an academic paper 
or captured in the minutes of a 6 monthly formal meeting.

Such types of knowledge may be both tacit or unrecognized 
and, as such, are difficult to identify and formalize.[88] This 
piece of knowledge may be something that was not considered 
important in the laboratory environment, but which becomes 
a key component in successfully transferring a process, e.g., 
when considering the drying of screen-printed anode layers, 
differences in air circulation in the drying ovens between the 
laboratory and the industrial plant can have major knock-on 
effects. Even though all the direct parameters, such as tem-
perature and time, are identical, air flow and circulation dif-
ferences between the smaller lab-based oven and the larger 
industrial unit required for scale-up may change drying 
dynamics and can affect layer integrity and adhesion. Solving 
such subtle but critical problems in a timely manner can only 
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be achieved by members of both teams understanding the 
capabilities and limitations of each other’s processing and 
testing setups, in addition to each other’s perspectives, which 
in turn can only be achieved through regular, open, honest 
communication, the building of trust and direct observation 
of the processes in action at both locations by members of 
each team.

Although the Bush report[83] suggests that fundamental sci-
ence is the driving force of technology, its “pacemaker,” it is 
very often the case that engineering need will actually drive 
the direction of fundamental research. One example of this is 
the development of thermodynamics as a scientific discipline 
to support the needs of ever improving steam engines in the 
1800s.[87] Another example, closer to SOFC research, is the 
emergence of catalyst exsolution as a highly promising area 
of fundamental study,[19,22] the origins of which can be traced 
back to the engineering need for the types of microstructures 
created by impregnation techniques[89] in multilayer systems 
where electrode infiltration was not possible due to adjacent 
porous supports.[90] While some have advocated that funda-
mental studies should have primacy in fuel cell development, 
to fully understand all the issues before proceeding,[91] one 
cannot ignore the importance of pushing toward applications 
and increasing the numbers of units for deployment. Both can 
help in identifying critical problems and provide impetus for 
finding their solutions, as David Edgerton proposes: “Innova-
tion and invention rarely lead to use, but use often leads to 
invention and innovation.”[92] Similarly, recent efforts are begin-
ning to show progress in cost reduction of some types of fuel 
cell system where deployment of larger numbers has been pri-
oritized such as in the Japanese ENE-FARM programme.[93,94] 
This suggests that neither fundamental science nor process 
engineering have a primacy in creating a commercially feasible 
fuel cell system but rather, as has been attempted in the work 
presented in this paper, both need to come together in some 
form of Hughes’s “seamless web.”[84]

4. Conclusion

This progress report has provided a comprehensive review of 
the “powder-to-power” development of the novel anode mate-
rial based upon a La0.20Sr0.25Ca0.45TiO3 “backbone” microstruc-
ture impregnated with a variety of electrocatalysts, culminating 
in the production of fully ceramic anode catalyst system that 
gives rise to voltage degradation rates of 0.48% kh−1 at the 
industrial short stack scale. Over the past decade, a strong and 
successful collaborative effort between an academic institution 
(the University of St Andrews) and an industrial SOFC manu-
facturer (HEXIS AG) has allowed a mixed ionic and electronic 
conducting material, produced by careful design and exploita-
tion of chemical principles, to be incorporated into small-scale 
button SOFC (TRL 1) for proof-of-concept testing, before under-
going successful incorporation and upscaling to industrial short 
SOFC stacks (TRLs 5–6), which rival/improve upon the current 
industrial SoA performance and have a direct route to poten-
tial inclusion in future commercial µ-CHP units. This report 
shows that the transfer of such a material from small labora-
tory experiments to large industrial applications is not without 

its complications and often results in multiple “failed” attempts 
or distinct research campaigns. Here, a development cycle 
evolves in which the technology can ascend relatively quickly 
through TRLs, before returning to a lower TRL when upscaling 
issues are experienced. Several cycles may occur, each time pro-
viding valuable knowledge of the intricacies of the upscaling 
process and highlighting the limitations of compartmental-
izing the activities of the academic and industrial partners. The 
tacit knowledge obtained as a result provides a robust founda-
tion for future attempts and the route that should be followed 
when introducing entirely new material sets to well-established 
industrial production lines.
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